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Abstract 
 
With the development of technology, speech input is taking the place of traditional input 
method for its high convenience and efficiency. However, due to the influence of various 
realistic environment, a general problem in speech recognition is how to isolate the target 
speaker’s voice from other voice interference. To challenge this problem, in this research, 
we propose an anchor word based deep attractor network which is able to separate 
multiple speakers’ mixed speech and without any limit to the number of speakers. In our 
work, we enhance Chen et al.’s original deep attractor network by utilizing anchor word 
from each speaker as the source of attractor points.  Here, the conception of “anchor word” 
is derived from Wang et al.’s work, which is a short available utterance from target 
speaker. However, unlike Wang et al.’s work only extracts the target speaker from speech 
mixture, our task focuses on the separation of multiple speakers’ speech and produce clear 
individual speech of each speaker for the future recognition work. In the training process, 
we do not adopt the method in Wang et al.’s work which analyzes the relevance between 
anchor word and speech mixture and build attractor points from both two sources of audio. 
Instead, in our work, the building of attractor points is only depending on anchor word 
by directly extracting the feature from anchor word audio. While this enhancement 
simplifies the training process, it also shows good performance in evaluation results. 
According to our experiment on CHiME-5 dataset, our anchor word based speech 
separation system outperforms the original deep attractor network by 2.7% at most. 
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1. Introduction 
With the development of science and technology, people pursue the convenience of 
technology products, resulting in plenty of voice-controlled devices to come out such as 
Amazon Echo and Google Home. In the speech recognition field, an inviable problem is 
the interferences in a real environment which decreases the accuracy of speech 
recognition, such as the echo produced by the speaker, sound reflection between walls, 
various diffuse noise and other human voice. This turns into a classic problem in the 
speech recognition field called the “cocktail party problem”. The “cocktail party problem” 
refers to when you are in a complex auditory environment like a cocktail party, how to 
trace and recognize the speech of a specific speaker when multiple speakers talk 
simultaneously. In this paper, we focus on this problem and attempt to separate multiple 
speakers’ voice from a noisy environment. 
   In this research, we propose an anchor word based deep attractor network for English 
speech separation and recognition. Deep attractor network (DANet) refers to Chen’s work 
[1]. In Chen’s work, the authors built a deep learning neural network built for single-
channel multiple speaker speech separation which creates several reference attractor 
points of acoustic signals to attract time-frequency bins from each speaker, and their 
experiment shows DANet could solve the label permutation and dimension unmatched 
problem in previous work. However, it still exists source number estimation error and 
compared with other deep-learning based techniques in speech separation, it has no large 
advantage in efficiency. Depending on this work, in our research, we utilize anchor word, 
which is a short available utterance from the target speaker such as “hello” from Wang et 
al.’s work [14]. In most real-world application which uses speech separation and 
recognition technology such as voice-controlled home devices Amazon echo, Google 
home and meeting recording applications. It is possible to input an anchor word from 
each speaker at the beginning of using. Wang et al.’s work [14] is also built on DANet 
[1], but they focus on tracing only one target speaker’s voice from speech mixture, In the 
training process, they build a deep extractor network (DENet) which utilizes 100 target 
speakers’ utterance as anchor word, incorporating with the feature extraction step from 
speech mixture in DANet [1] to build new attractor points from both two sources of audio: 
anchor word and mixture speech.  
  In our proposed deep attractor network, we directly use anchor word as the source of 
attractor points to attract time-frequency bins from speech mixture. We extract each 
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speaker’s first time individual speech from dataset, and clip a three second utterance as 
anchor word after deleting blank pieces. By calculating the centroid of the anchor word 
speech in place of the speech mixture in the original deep attractor network, our model 
achieves higher efficiency than DANet [1]. In addition, as the system has known the 
number of source in advance, the estimation error will not arise in the training process. 
In the comparison of DENet [14], our proposed model could output all speakers’ 
individual speech without interference. By reducing the amount of anchor word data and 
analysis process of speech mixture, our model is more flexible and efficient than DENet 
[14] in implementation.  
  To implement our idea, we built a deep attractor network as a baseline, and an anchor 
word based deep attractor network as our proposed method. We utilize ChiME-5 dataset 
[11] for training and testing process. Finally, signal energy ratio and perceptual evaluation 
of speech quality are calculated for evaluation. 
  The outline of this paper is as followed: In chapter 2 and 3, we introduce the background 
and related work of our research. Our proposed method is explained in chapter 4. 
Experimental process and results are shown in chapter 5 and 6, and we conclude our 
research in chapter 7.  
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2. Background 
2.1 Automatic Speech Recognition(ASR)  
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) [2] is a technology that uses computer to recognize 
and translate human’s voice into a system. A basic automatic speech recognition system 
generally consists of two sections: frontend preprocessing and decoder (shown in Figure 
2.1). In the frontend processing, the system extracts features of preprocessed rough 
speech signal, and decoder utilizes the extracted features to translate human voices into 
text. Section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 describe the frontend processing and decoder in more detail, 
respectively.   
 
 
Figure 2.1: A basic ASR algorithm [2] 
 
2.1.1 Frontend Processing 
Due to the difference between human’s vocal tract and change in prosody when different 
people speak, features inside the speech could be utilized to distinguish the identity of 
people. This is called a behavior feature in automatic speech recognition. After speech 
signals are input into recognition systems, signals will go through the preprocessing steps 
to improve the audio quality for better extraction of features. Preprocessing steps mainly 
include echo cancellation and noise suppression. This step is particularly important in far-
field speech recognition. 
  Speech signals after preprocessing are divided into a series of overlapping window 
frames. Normally, the frame size is between 10 to 30 milliseconds and the overlapping 
region ranges from 0 to 75% of the frame size. [12] In common method, window frames 
are converted to a magnitude spectrum by discrete Fourier transform, and the powers of 
the spectrum are mapped onto the Mel scale, then take the logs of the powers. After 
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inverse of by another discrete Fourier transform, a Mel-Cepstrum consisting of features 
of input signals is built. 
 
2.1.2 Decoder 
Figure 2.1 shows how the decoder works. Acoustic model shows the relationship between 
the audio signal and phones, it calculated the probability of the acoustic signal that the 
given phoneme states. Lexicon could be also called as pronunciation model, it is a 
dictionary gives the phoneme of each word. Language model calculates which word 
combinations have the highest probability incorporating with the context.  
 
Figure 2.1: An example of decoder diagram 
 
2.2 Deep Attractor Network (DANet) 
In this research, an anchor word based deep attractor network is built to solve the speech 
separation problem of speech with multiple speakers. The deep attractor network is based 
on Chen’s work [1].  
Deep attractor network (DANet) is a deep learning neural network which utilizes 
“attractors” to solve the speech separation problem. This framework refers to Perceptual 
Magnet Effect [3] in human speech perception, which indicates that brain circuits produce 
perceptual attractors to attract the closest sound. Under this principle, DANet randomly 
generates several attractors in the high embedding place which attract time-frequency 
bins of the source speech. By calculating the difference between the attractors and time-
frequency bins, an estimation mask is generated. Through the optimization of embedding 
space in network, the reconstruction error between estimation mask and clean source 
alignment will be reduced to least. More detailed models and functions of deep attractor 
network are described in chapter 4. 
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2.3 Main problems 
There are two main problems in the speech separation field, label permutation problem 
and dimension unmatched problem. 
 
2.3.1 Label permutation problem 
Label permutation problem arises as more deep learning-based techniques are used in the 
speech separation field. Figure 2.3 shows an example of this problem. In most works 
using neural network, input signals are tagged with different labels depending on their 
features. Both sequences of source speeches are reasonable during the training step, but 
it causes a conflict gradient problem that results in wrong combinations of speech 
fragment. Certainly, for two labels training like two speakers separation we can fix the 
position of one source. However, in the situation we have three and more sources to 
separate, as we assign speaker A a fixed position in both speech mixture (A+B) and (A+C), 
it leads to a conflict problem in mixture (B+C), because both two sources want to be in 
the second position.    
 
Figure 2.3: Label permutation problem 
 
2.3.2 Dimension unmatched problem 
Under the premise that the neural network does not know the number of sources in the 
mixture before results come out, theoretically there could be infinite combinations of 
speech that are treated as possible solutions by neural network. However, the layer output 
nodes are fixed. It will lead to a result that the neural network is not able to separate 
arbitrary number of sources and will cause the dimension unmatched problem. 
 
 
2.4 Evaluation metrics 
In this research, we evaluate the performance of the baseline and our proposed system 
from both alternative and objective aspect. From alternative aspect, perceptual evaluation 
of speech quality (PESQ) [5], an objective method which simulates human listening test 
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        (2) 
(3) 
is utilized to determine the perceived quality of separation. And objectively calculation 
of numerical measures, signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR), signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), 
signal-to-artifacts ratio (SAR), and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are also used to show the 
results [4][6]. 
 
2.4.1 Energy ratios 
Objective evaluation methods evaluate the performance of a system by objective data. 
Most objective numerical performance measures are devised for Blind source separation 
algorithms. In this research, we calculate four energy ratio parameters [4]: signal-to-
distortion ratio (SDR), signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), signal-to-artifacts ratio (SAR), 
and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The definition of these parameters could be described as 
the ratio of total signal power (Signal + {interference, artifact, noise}) to the unwanted 
signal power ({interference, artifact, noise}). The unit of energy ratios is decibels(dB). 
  First, we define 𝑠" as the total signal power of the estimated speech signal source, where 𝑗 is the number of sources. 𝑠" is defined as: 
 𝑠" = 𝑠%&'()% + 𝑒,-%)'. + 𝑒-/,0) + 𝑒&'%,.                                 (1) 
 
where 𝑠%&'()% is the clear speech signal source, and 𝑒,-%)'., 𝑒-/,0) and 𝑒&'%,. respectively 
define the interference, noise and artifact error terms, respectively. Interference refers to 
the other interference sources, noise is the diffuse noise like air conditioner, and any other 
errors not included in the previous two are referred to artifact error term, so artifact also 
be called as statistical artifact. When a time-invariant instantaneous matrix 𝑾 is utilized 
to separate the mixture signal and 𝑨  represents the mix system, 𝑠"  is expressed as 
followed: 
𝑠" = (𝑾𝑨)55𝑠5 + (𝑾𝑨)556𝑠565675 + 𝑊5,𝑛,:,;<  
where (𝑾𝑨)55  is the time-invariant gain and 𝑠56  refers to the unwanted sources. The 
definition is based on the orthogonal projector which is generated by a 𝑇×𝑇 matrix, 
where 𝑇 is the length of dimension vectors. We build three orthogonal projectors: 𝑃05 ≔ 𝑠5  
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(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
 
      (10) 
         (12) 
 
 
          (13) 
 
 
        (11) 
𝑃0 ≔ (𝑠56)1 ≤ 𝑗′ ≤ 𝑛  
𝑃0,- ≔ (𝑠56)1 ≤ 𝑗6 ≤ 𝑛, (𝑛,)1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚  
 
And four error terms are defined as: 𝑠%&'()% = 𝑃05𝑠" 𝑒,-%)'. = 𝑃0𝑠" − 𝑃05𝑠" 𝑒-/,0) = 𝑃0,-𝑠" − 𝑃0𝑠" 𝑒&'%,. = 𝑠" − 𝑃0,-𝑠" 
 
Through the equation 1 and error terms equations, we could calculate the following four 
energy ratio by: 
𝑆𝐷𝑅 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔<O 𝑠%&'()% P𝑒,-%)'. + 𝑒-/,0) + 𝑒&'%,. P 
𝑆𝐼𝑅 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔<O 𝑠%&'()% P𝑒,-%)'. P  
𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔<O 𝑠%&'()% + 𝑒,-%)'. P𝑒-/,0) P  
𝑆𝐴𝑅 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔<O 𝑠%&'()% + 𝑒,-%)'. + 𝑒-/,0) P𝑒&'%,. P  
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2.4.2 Perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) 
Although objective evaluation measures are more straightforward to visualize the 
performance of algorithm. Subjective listening tests also show its efficiency in 
determining the quality of output signal source. Compared to the traditional method that 
using real human as judges to evaluate the quality of audio, PESQ is more impartiality. 
In this research, we use PESQ [5] to predict the subjective quality with good correction. 
PESQ is standardized by the ITU-T Recommendation P.862 for automated assessment of 
the speech quality.  
  Figure 2.4 shows a general structure of PESQ. In the auditory transform, Fourier 
transformer is used to estimate the spectrum with preprocessed separated window frames. 
In the error parameter extraction, the reference and degraded signals are compared frame 
by frame. By calculating the average regression, we get the prediction value of perceived 
quality. PESQ score is in the range from -0.5 to 4.5, and higher score shows better speech 
quality. 
 
 
Figure 2.4: General structure of PESQ [5] 
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3. Related work 
Many efforts have been made in the automatic speech separation field to address the 
problem. Before neural network came into use in this area, most two famous methods 
were factorial GMM-HMM [6] and computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) [7]. 
  Computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) [7] is a segregation system which is able 
to separate speech from various sounds also including other speakers’ voice. It simulates 
the way that human listener separating mixture speech. 
  Factorial GMM-HMM [6] is the most efficient algorithm which showed better 
performance than human in 2006 monaural speech separation and recognition challenge 
[8]. Factorial GMM-HMM models the interaction between the target source signals and 
other interference, and the joint inference is used to calculate the similarity between the 
target and other signals.  
  Recently, several deep learning-based techniques are used to address speech separation 
problem. The major difficulties in deep learning-based works are arbitrary source 
permutation problem and the problem of unknown number of source. Although Deep 
Attractor Network [1] is used in our research, there are also proposed methods trying to 
solve the difficulties.  
  Weng et al. [9] built a deep neural network containing five key ingredients: 
• a multi-type training strategy for mixed speech mixture  
• a separate deep neural network to estimate the probability of poster speaker’s 
volume frame by frame 
• a weighted finite-state transducer-based two-speaker decoder to jointly estimate and 
correlate 
• a speaker changing punishment estimated from the energy pattern in the speech 
mixture 
•  a combined strategy with confidence based system  
And in 2006 monaural speech separation and recognition challenge [8], the best approach 
of this proposed system achieved average word error of 18.8% and outperforms the state-
of-the-art IBM superhuman system by 2.8%. 
  In 2017, Yu et al. [10] proposed a method called permutation invariant training (PIT) to 
address the problem of speech separation. PIT supervised trains two deep neural networks 
with senone (phoneme with context) labels from clean speech alignment, the target 
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sources are trained as a set without sequence, and based on the average energy power of 
utterance, the frames from the same speaker are trained under different layers. 
  Kine et al.[13] and Wang et al.[14] both propose to adopt anchor word for speech 
separation and recognition problem. Kine et al.[13] focus on the recognition difficulties 
of voice-controlled home applications. Anchor word is utilized as a desired word to 
distinguish the target speaker’s voice from all of the other interference including 
background noise and other speech. They proposed an anchored mean subtraction (AMS) 
model which extracts the mean of anchor word which is defined as the representation of 
desired speech, to normalize the speech features in the utterance. They compared their 
proposed model with casual mean subtraction (CMS) which conducts the normalization 
to every frame in the speech. The evaluation result shows the AMS model outperforms 
CMS which is with up 35% relative WER improvement.  
  Similar as paper [13], Wang et al. [14] aims to follow only one speaker’s voice in the 
mixture speech. In this paper, they define anchor word as a short clear utterance with one 
second length of the target speaker, and they prepared 100 anchor words and 500 mixture 
speech for each speaker. They proposed a deep extractor network based on Chen et al. [1] 
by creating extractor point in place of the previous attractor point. In this model, anchor 
word and mixture speech are separately constructed in a primary embedding space, and 
then combined as an input to a deep neural network to transform to a high dimension 
embedding space. In the high dimension embedding space, extractor point is created by 
the combination of anchor word and mixture speech and utilized to attract time-frequency 
bins from original mixture speech. Their result shows the deep extractor network model 
outperforms the previous work DANet [1] with 5.2% and 6.6% relative improvements in 
SDR and PESQ respectively. 
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     (14) 
      (15) 
4. Proposed method 
4.1 Overview 
To address the single-channel multi-speaker speech separation problem, in this research, 
we propose to build an anchor word based deep attractor network shown in Figure 4.1. 
Here, anchor word refers to a short available utterance from each speech source. In this 
anchor word based deep attractor network, we hypothesize that each time-frequency bin 
belongs to only one source speaker. We use anchor word utterance in place of mixture 
speech to create attractor points in high embedding space, and attractor points draw time-
frequency bins from mixture speech to do clustering. This improvement decreases both 
estimation error and computation complexity.  
 
Figure 4.1: Proposed algorithm 
 
4.2 Model 
4.2.1 Deep attractor network (DANet) 
The Deep attractor network I implemented as baseline in this research is based on Chen’s 
work [1]. Firstly, a mixture speech 𝑋  is trained by a neural network to map on a 𝑘 
dimension embedding place with the following function: ℒ = 𝐶.%,0 − 𝑋.%×𝑀.%,0 22.%,0  
  where 𝐶  is the clean speech signal spectrogram and 𝑋  is the mixture speech signal 
spectrogram with frequency 𝑓 and time	𝑡, 𝑠 refers to the source. 𝑀 is the estimated mask 
of the target source that forms to extract features, it is defined as follows:   𝑀.,%,] = 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑( A0,`×𝑉.%,`.,%,0 ) 
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      (16) 
  The reconstruction mask 𝑀 is formed in a 𝑘 dimension embedding space 𝑉, and A0,` 
are the attractors for sources	𝑠 defined with the following equation:  A0,` = V`,.%×𝑌d,.%.,% 𝑌d,.%.,%  
   where 𝑌 represents the energy ranking of the target source. For example, when source 𝑠 has the highest energy among all sources at frequency 𝑓 and time 𝑡,  𝑌e,.%=1. 
  During the training process, we first generate an embedding place 𝑉  for the speech 
mixture, and the attractor points are formed by Equation (16) in a higher dimension 
embedding place for each source. By calculating the similarity of each time-frequency 
bin in embedding place 𝑉  and attractor points A  by Equation (15), we estimate the 
reconstruction mask 𝑀 through a sigmoid function which weights the mask from 0 to 1. 
In Equation (16), more similar the time-frequency bin and target attractor point are, the 
larger the score produced by reconstruction mask for this time-frequency bin. Then, the 
error between the source signal and clean alignment which is calculated by Equation (14) 
will be also smaller. Through the optimization of embedding space in network, the 
reconstruction error between estimation mask and clean source alignment will be reduced 
to least. Figure 4.2 shows the architecture of this deep attractor network. 
 
              
Figure 4.2: Deep attractor network architecture [1] 
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4.2.2 Deep extractor network (DENet) 
Depending on Chen et al.’s work [1], a deep extractor network (DENet) is proposed in 
Wang et al. [14]. In this DENet, they proposed anchor word, a short available utterance, 
and utilize it incorporating with speech mixture to build the attractor points. Figure 4.3 
shows the architecture of DENet. In this model, anchor word and mixture speech are 
separately constructed in a primary embedding space through LSTM layers, and then 
combined as an input to a deep neural network to transform to a high dimension 
embedding space. In the high dimension embedding space, extractor point is created by 
extracting the features in time-frequency bins from both anchor word and mixture speech. 
By using these new extractor points, similar time-frequency bins in speech mixture will 
be attracted. 
 
Figure 4.3: Deep extractor network architecture [14] 
 
4.2.3 Anchor word based deep attractor network 
Different from the deep attractor network stated in section 4.2.1 and deep extractor 
network stated in section 4.2.2, our proposed method directly utilizes anchor word as the 
source of attractor points to reduce the data volume and simplify the training process. 
Table 4.1 shows the difference between DANet, our proposed method and DENet.  
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        (18) 
       (17) 
Table 4.1 The comparison of DANet, our proposed method and DENet  
Method Input Output Basic model Source of attractor points 
DANet [1] Speech mixture 
All speakers’ 
individual speech 
 Speech mixture 
Proposed 
method 
Speech mixture, 
anchor word of all 
speakers 
DANet [1] 
anchor word 
DENet [14] 
Speech mixture, 
anchor word of target 
speaker 
Target speaker’s 
individual speech 
Speech mixture and 
anchor word 
 
Our anchor word based deep attractor network adopts the anchor word from each speaker 
in the mixture to build the attractor points. First, anchor word audio and mixture speech 
audio are separately constructed in two 𝑘  dimension spaces. For mixture speech 𝑆 , 
dimension space is 𝑋 ∈ ℝ.h%h×`, where 𝑓< represents frequency and 𝑡< represents time of 
time-frequency bins from mixture speech audio. Speech mixture is prepared for 
separation later. For anchor word 𝑤, dimension space is 𝑌 ∈ ℝ.j%j×`, where 𝑓P represents 
frequency and 𝑡P represents time of time-frequency bins from anchor word audio. Refer 
to Equation (16), attractor points 𝐴 are created by anchor word in a high embedding space. A&,` = X&,.h%h×𝑍m,.h%h.h%h 𝑋m,.h%h.h,%h  
  where 𝑎 represents the anchor word time-frequency bins, and 𝑍 represents the energy 
ranking of the target source mentioned in Section 4.2.1. Equation (17) estimates the 
attractor vectors by calculating the source centroid of attractor points. Then a 
reconstruction mask is estimated by finding the similarity between time-frequency bins 
of anchor word based attractors and mixture speech using the following equation: 𝑀.j,%j,& = 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑( A&,`×𝑥.j,%j,`` ) 
  Finally, the reconstruction error which represents the difference between mask and clean 
reference is calculated by Equation (1). Through the same optimization process 
mentioned in section 4.2.1, the deep neural network is forced to enhance the error and 
18 
 
achieving better separation results. In this network, as we utilize the anchor word 
utterance as the source of attractor points, it is more efficient for the system to find out 
the similarity of features between attractor points and time-frequency bins in the speech 
mixture. Future more, as the system knows the number of sources in advance, it could 
also solve the estimation error and dimension mismatch problem. 
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5. Evaluations 
5.1  Dataset 
5.1.1 Overview 
In this research, we use ChiME-5 dataset [11] provided by the 5th Chi-ME Speech 
Separation and Recognition Challenge which challenges the problem of multiple speakers’ 
speech separation and recognition in real home environments. Speech data are recorded 
in real home dinner scene from twenty families. Each dinner party has four participants. 
There are three recording locations in total: kitchen, living room and dining room.  
  The recording device used is Microsoft Kinect which consists of a camera and four 
microphones.  
 
5.1.2 Data 
In total, CHiME-5 dataset has twenty sets of different audio recording in different family, 
each has four participants, the distribution of data is shown as follows.  
Table 5.1: Structure of dataset [11] 
Dataset Parties Speakers Hours Utterances 
Train 16 32 40:33 79,980 
Dev 2 8 4:27 7,440 
Eval 2 8 5:12 11,028 
 
  The total data size is 10.4GB. Each session of data consists of audio and transcription. 
Data format is WAV files and sampling rate is 16 kHz. Here shows a portion of data in 
training session: 
Table 5.2: Detail of training data [11] 
Session ID Participants (Bold=Male) Duration #Utts Notes 
S03 P09, P10, P11, P12 2:11:22 4,090 P11 dropped from min ~15 to ~30 
S04 P09, P10, P11, P12 2:29:36 5,563 
S05 P13, p14, p15, P16 2:31:44 4,939 U03 missing (crashed) 
S06 P13, p14, p15, P16 2:30:06 5,097 
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And the format of audio transcriptions is JSON, transcriptions include following 
information: 
 
• Session ID 
• Location 
• Speaker ID 
• Transcription 
• Start time  
• End time  
• Reference microphone array ID 
 
Here shows a transcription example in session 1: 
 
Figure 5.1: transcription annotation [11] 
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5.1.3 Anchor word 
The original ChiME-5 dataset [11] consists of audio and transcription data. To create the 
anchor word data of each participant in the speech, we extract the individual first-time 
speech of each speaker in the transcription and clip the audio depending on the labeled 
start and end talking time. To avoid invalid audio fragment, we delete all blank pieces in 
each audio and randomly cut a three second utterance from it.  Table 5.3 shows our data 
volume in comparison of DANet [1] and DENet [14]. 
Table 5.3 Data volume comparison 
 
From Table 5.3, we can see that our dataset is 5 hours longer than DANet [1], but we 
have more speakers to separate in the speech mixture. The data volume of DENet [14] is 
very huge in both anchor word and speech mixture. In our model, we are trying to realize 
speech separation with small data volume of anchor word audio: three seconds per 
speakers in average.  
  
Model 
Anchor word audio  Speech mixture audio Total audio Speakers 
per 
speech 
mixture 
Training 
data (h) 
Testing 
data (h) 
Training 
data (h) 
Testing 
data (h) 
Training 
data (h) 
Testing 
data (h) 
Anchor DANet 
(Proposed) 0.49 0.01 40.56 5.10 41.05 5.11 4 
DANet [1] None None 30.00 10.00 30.00 10.00 3 
DENet [14] 8.97 1.39 103.18 15.97 112.15 17.36 3 
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5.2 Experimental setup 
The experiment is performed under Windows 10 system and implemented in Java and 
Keras. Table 5.4 shows the disposition of our experimental desktop. We construct both 
the baseline model [1] and anchor word based model with the same configuration as [1] 
which consists of 4 Long short-term memory layers and 20 embedding dimension space. 
Each layer has 600 hidden units in it. Also, in the feature extraction section, the length of 
window frames is set to 32ms and hop size is 8ms.  
Table 5.4: Experimental computer disposition 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.3 Results 
In this research, we evaluate the performance of our algorithm with four parameters: 
perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [5], signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR), 
signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), signal-to-artifacts ratio (SAR), and signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) [4][6]. Table 5.5 and Figure 5.2 show the evaluation results. 
Table 5.5: Evaluation results 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Processor Intel Core i7-7700K @ 4.20GHz 
Memory 64 GB 
Mainboard GIGABYTE Z270X-Ultra Gaming-C 
Model Baseline DANet Anchor DANet(Proposed) 
SDR(dB) 10.95 12.30 
SIR(dB) 11.47 14.53 
SNR(dB) 17.35 19.69 
SAR(dB) 19.62 20.57 
PESQ 1.93 2.01 
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Figure 5.2: Evaluation results 
 
  From Table 5.4 and Figure 5.2 we can see that for all of the parameters our proposed 
anchor word based model achieved better results than the baseline model, especially SIR. 
SIR gains a 2.7% relative improvement in comparison with baseline, which testifies the 
largest interference in our dataset are other speakers’ voice. And the improvement in SAR 
confirmed that by using the anchor word based attractor points in the model, it could 
successfully decrease the artifact which represents the estimation error of different source. 
Although all the results of SDR, SIR and SNR have better performance than Chen et al.’s 
DANet model [1], because our dataset is different, it is difficult to make direct comparison. 
I assume the reason of the improvement is because the dataset in [1] contains more 
interference.  
  In the comparison of training time, due to the replacement of attractor point source, the 
reduce of data size makes our proposed model efficient. It took 1.7 hours to finish the 
experiment including the time of data prepared preprocessing and the baseline model took 
2.3 hours. Our proposed model is practical for specific speaker recognition and could be 
enabled under most scenarios like meeting record and house voice-controlled devices. 
Table 5.6: Running time 
 
  
Model Baseline DANet Anchor DANet(Proposed) 
Time(h) 2.3 1.7 
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6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we proposed a method that utilized the anchor word of source speakers to 
build an anchor word based speech separation algorithm. Here, we define anchor word as 
a short available utterance from the target speaker. In our proposed deep attractor network, 
anchor word is utilized as the source of attractor points, and by calculating the centroid 
of the anchor word speech in place of speech source in original deep attractor network, 
the experiment results show our new model not merely reserve the advantage of DANet 
[1], but also achieves higher efficiency and solves the estimation error problem. In 
comparison of DENet [14], our model uses less data especially anchor word audio to 
build attractor points, and simplify training process by reducing the analysis steps of 
speech mixture. Due to the difference of objective, we did not implement DENet [14] and 
make a direct comparison. However, we believe our model shows good flexibility and 
efficiency in speech separation task. 
  This model for speech separation is usable under most speech recognition scenarios as 
house voice-controlled devices, meeting recording and hearing impairment assistant. 
Although our proposed method achieves good separation, there are still some limitations. 
Currently, this model only supports dataset which announced the number of source 
speakers in advanced. For those with unknown source, anchor word based attractor point 
is impossible to build.  
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